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	Sams Teach Yourself Visual C++ 6 in 21 Days, Professional Reference Edition, 9780672314049 (0672314045), Sams Publishing, 1998
For the majority of C++ programmers, the pace and style of David Chapman's Teach Yourself Visual C++ 6 in 21 Days will make a good deal of sense. The author covers all the essentials of basic Windows and Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) development, and then addresses several new features in Visual C++ 6, all while moving quickly enough for the busy, working programmer.
 Chapman's first section introduces the basic Visual C++ 6 tools, like the AppWizard and ClassWizard, and discusses the essentials of building dialog-based applications using basic Windows controls such as static text, edit, button, and list box controls. Further chapters cover mouse and keyboard basics, timers, menus, and fonts. In short, the first week provides a traditional introduction to Windows and MFC programming without the frills.

 The second set of tutorials delves into Graphical Device Interface (GDI) graphics programming, always a challenging topic for new MFC programmers. Then the author moves to using ActiveX controls inside your applications (a real strength of Visual C++, enhanced in the new release). The basics of toolbars, saving and restoring files to MFC applications, and an introduction to Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) programming round out this set of chapters.

 The last set of exercises will give the MFC developer some new expertise. First, the author looks at the potential of ActiveX Data Objects (ADOs) for database development and how to build reusable libraries in both static and dynamic targets. Advanced material introduces the basics of networking and the TCP/IP protocol and discusses MFC support for working with the Web.

 For readers with a little more time, handy appendices discuss additional topics such as printing, the MFC container and helper classes, and the basics of exception handling and debugging. Clearly, the constraints of the 21-day format have not prevented this author from successfully covering many essential topics in today's MFC programming with a good level of detail. --Richard Dragan

 With Sams Teach Yourself Visual C++ 6, Professional Reference Edition, you will learn the essential principles for designing and developing Visual C++ applications. Using day-by-day tutorials, you will learn the best way to write more successful, professional-looking programs. Learn about programming topics including Windows development, timers, databases, multitasking, sound, animation, Internet, and more. Also includes:  A reference to the most useful Microsoft Foundation Classes organized alphabetically, but including topic jump tables; A reference of all the properties and their default values for all of the standard and common controls; A reference to the C++ programming language; A reference to key IDE features of Visual C++  
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Solaris 8: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Clients often ask why we choose Solaris as an operating environment. Is it a decision based on price? Is it an attraction to the latest gizmo features, each with its own four-letter acronym? Do we have a cozy arrangement with Sun Microsystems to promote their operating system? The answer to each of these questions is no, no, NO!  ...

		

A Clinical Guide to Pediatric Weight Management and ObesityLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
Obesity represents the most common chronic illness of children and adolescents. Childhood obesity affects every age group from infancy to young adulthood and one quarter to one third of all pediatric patients. With the rapid onset of the obesity epidemic, pediatric health care professionals are struggling to meet the clinical and educational...

		

Real World Mac Maintenance and BackupsPeachpit Press, 2006
Are you making reliable backups and performing regular maintenance on  your Mac? Too few Mac users take the time to do so, and they regret it  when something goes wrong. That's where Macintosh expert Joe Kissell  can help. You'll learn how to keep your Mac running smoothly with a set  of daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly tasks, plus get advice on...




	

Coronaviruses with Special Emphasis on First Insights Concerning SARS (Birkhýýuser Advances in Infectious Diseases)Birkhauser, 2005

	It is with great pleasure that we introduce the first volume of Birkhäuser

	Advances in Infectious Diseases.This book series will focus on relevant topics

	of microbiology and infectious diseases with emphasis (as much as possible)

	on emerging pathogens and related diseases.The series will also stress

	the inter-disciplinarity...

		

Practical LEGO Technics: Bring Your LEGO Creations to Life (Technology in Action)Apress, 2012

	You already know you can create amazing things with LEGO, but did you know you can also make vehicles that roll and model plans that include landing gear and flaps that actually extend and retract? You can even make functional robots without getting into Mindstorms and programming. In Practical LEGO Technics, Mark...


		

How to Develop and Implement a Security Master PlanAuerbach Publications, 2008
Written for corporation security officers, this work is designed to help them garner executive support and increased funding for their security programs.  It provides a thorough understanding of the Security Master Planning process, explaining how to develop appropriate risk mitigation strategies, and how to focus on both effectiveness and...
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